
Red, Blue, and Return: Annette Laing's
Journey from Politics to Power
Annette Laing is a force to be reckoned with. As the former chair of ANZ
Bank, she was one of the most powerful women in New Zealand. She is
also a former politician, having served as a member of Parliament for the
National Party. Laing's journey from politics to power is a story of ambition,
resilience, and determination.
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Early Life and Career

Annette Laing was born in 1960 in rural New Zealand. Her parents were
farmers, and she grew up in a small town. Laing attended the University of
Canterbury, where she earned a degree in law. After graduating, she
worked as a lawyer and then as a policy advisor for the Treasury. In 1996,
she was elected to Parliament as a member of the National Party.

Political Career
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Laing served in Parliament for nine years. During that time, she held a
number of ministerial positions, including Minister of Women's Affairs and
Minister of Commerce. She was also a member of the cabinet. Laing was a
controversial figure during her time in politics. She was known for her
strong opinions and her willingness to speak her mind. She also made a
number of enemies, both within her own party and among the opposition.

Return to Business

In 2005, Laing resigned from Parliament to return to business. She joined
ANZ Bank as a director and was appointed chair in 2009. Under Laing's
leadership, ANZ Bank became one of the most successful banks in New
Zealand. She also played a key role in the bank's expansion into Asia.

Legacy

Annette Laing is a pioneering figure in New Zealand business and politics.
She is one of the few women to have held the position of chair of a major
bank. She is also a former politician and a member of the cabinet. Laing's
journey from politics to power is an inspiration to women everywhere.

Annette Laing is a remarkable woman who has achieved great success in
both politics and business. She is an inspiration to women everywhere and
a role model for those who aspire to leadership positions.
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Unveiling Hidden Crete: A Comprehensive
Review of Richard Clark's Notebook
In the tapestry of travel literature, Richard Clark's 'Hidden Crete
Notebook' stands as a vibrant thread, inviting readers to unravel the
enigmatic beauty of the Greek...

New Addition Subtraction Games Flashcards
For Ages Year
Looking for a fun and educational way to help your child learn addition
and subtraction? Check out our new addition subtraction games
flashcards...
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